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This is the most efficient yoga manual to date. Slick, to the point, yet somehow encapsulating
the breadth of this tradition. In just 40 pages, Trent covers five main areas:Defining Yoga and the
Eight Limbs – Physical postures are but one limb. Learn the ancient foundation laid out by the
Sages.Asana (posture) – Trent shares some deep principles for building the perfect posture,
split into two categories: anatomical techniques and psychedelic techniques. In the appendix, he
provides a list of foundational asanas, including images and step-by-step
instructions.Pranayama (breathwork) – Learn the mechanisms of healthy breathing, and how,
counterintuitively, breathing less is a sign of superior health. He then provides exercises that will
help you navigate the wide world of pranayama.Meditation – Trent starts by grappling with the
slippery definition of meditation. Thankfully, he pins that sucker down. We then look at the
benefits of meditation through the lens of a western scientist and an eastern mystic. At the end is
a list of techniques that are simple yet effective at centering the Self.The Yogi’s Guide to Lifelong
Practice – There are many puzzle pieces that will help you fit yoga into your daily life.
Consistency, group practice, independent practice, and adequate theoretical knowledge are all
factors that will ensure your life-long commitment. Here’s a goal: Do yoga every day until your
last. This section will help you with such a goal.From the big picture to step-by-step, Trent
unpacks the fundamentals in a way that is fun, fresh, and original. This is the perfect crash
course for a busy person who wants to achieve optimal well-being.

A Best Mindfulness Book of 2021 —Mindful.org“Mindfulness and compassion practices should
be in everybody’s toolbox for a happier and healthier life. But people dealing with chronic health
challenges have it especially hard. Dr. Wolf’s accessible, down-to-earth—and beautifully
designed—book is essential reading for providers who treat chronic illnesses and for those
suffering from them.”—Arianna Huffington, founder and CEO of Thrive Global“A brilliant guide for
transforming our relationship with pain. Step by step, we learn to meet difficult experience with
mindfulness, curiosity and kindness, dissolving the resistance that obscures our full aliveness
and radiant spirit.”—Tara Brach, author of Radical Acceptance and Radical Compassion“This is
a fantastic book, bringing together the kindness and depth of a meditation teacher with the
science and tools of an experienced physician. Every page is insightful, helpful, and heartfelt.
Highly recommended!”—Rick Hanson, PhD, author of Resilient and Buddha's Brain“Brilliant in
its simplicity and effectiveness, Dr. Wolf offers us truly healing and revolutionary medicine. Try
it!”—Jack Kornfield, PhD, author of A Path With Heart“If you are living with any type of pain, be it
physical or chronic, stress in the mind or body, Outsmart Your Pain is a wonderful resource.
Thoughtfully and compassionately written, this book will support and guide you in understanding
your relationship to pain and the healing journey.”—Sharon Salzberg, author



of Lovingkindness and Real Change --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the
AuthorChristiane Wolf, MD, PhD is a physician turned mindfulness and compassion teacher and
a senior teacher at InsightLA (InsightLA.org) in Los Angeles, California. She trains teachers and
teaches Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) and Mindful Self-Compassion to groups
and individuals in the US and across Europe. With her medical background, one of her
specialties is working with people who suffer from chronic illness and pain. Dr. Wolf is a lead
teacher and program developer for the nationwide mindfulness facilitator training for the US
veterans Administration.Dr. Wolf is also a Buddhist teacher in the vipassana (Insight) meditation
tradition and has received teacher transmission from Trudy Goodman and Jack Kornfield. She is
the coauthor, with Greg Serpa, of A Clinician’s Guide to Teaching Mindfulness. Dr. Wolf lives in
Los Angeles with her husband and their three children. Daniel J. Siegel is a clinical professor of
psychiatry at the UCLA School of Medicine and director of the Mindful Awareness Research
Center at UCLA. He is the author of many New York Times–bestselling books. --This text refers
to the hardcover edition.
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10 Minute YogiThe World’s Most Efficient Yoga Manual TRENT ANTHONY(HARDCORE
YOGI)

Blurb This is the most efficient yoga manual to date. Slick, to the point, yet somehow
encapsulating the breadth of this tradition. In just 40 pages, Trent covers five main
areas: Defining Yoga and the Eight Limbs – Physical postures are but one limb. Learn the ancient
foundation laid out by the Sages.Asana (posture) – Trent shares some deep principles for
building the perfect posture, split into two categories: anatomical techniques and psychedelic
techniques. In the appendix, he provides a list of foundational asanas, including images and
step-by-step instructions.Pranayama (breathwork) – Learn the mechanisms of healthy breathing,
and how, counterintuitively, breathing less is a sign of superior health. He then provides
exercises that will help you navigate the wide world of pranayama.Meditation – Trent starts by
grappling with the slippery definition of meditation. Thankfully, he pins that sucker down. We then
look at the benefits of meditation through the lens of a western scientist and an eastern mystic.
At the end is a list of techniques that are simple yet effective at centering the Self.The Yogi’s
Guide to Lifelong Practice – There are many puzzle pieces that will help you fit yoga into your
daily life. Consistency, group practice, independent practice, and adequate theoretical
knowledge are all factors that will ensure your life-long commitment. Here’s a goal: Do yoga
every day until your last. This section will help you with such a goal.From the big picture to step-
by-step, Trent unpacks the fundamentals in a way that is fun, fresh, and original. This is the
perfect crash course for a busy person who wants to achieve optimal well-being. 

About the Author T rent is a dedicated polymath and internationally accredited yoga teacher.
He is most specialized in yoga and hip-hop music, yet has a broad love of movement, music,
writing, and speaking. These outlets touch on the themes of health and fitness, personal
development, the spiritual path, and sustainable living. You can find his works on .
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Introduction T his book went from 90,000 words to 10,000 words. Far beyond yoga, I voyaged
across many domains—from Ayurveda to nutrition and fitness, to mysticism and psychology,
and ended the tour with social sustainability. The topics flowed out of me, and I believe the ideas
are still valid. So, why did I hack away at my precious? The seed was planted by writing
educator, William Zinsser, when he said that a piece of writing cannot cover everything. It cannot
even cover a whole topic, let alone multiple topics. Therefore, it pays to know what slice of the
topic you intend to write about, and to do it very well. Since yoga is my specialisation, I kept the
first few chapters which laid down the foundations of yoga. I then chiseled away at those
chapters.I believe every great work is a synthesis. My favourite books are little more than 200
pages, sometimes even less. I call these books my “bibles”. Such books are concise and
profound—a high economy of meaning. Maximum signal, minimal noise. I hope this book hits
such a note.What does yoga mean to me? I’m not talking about a definition. Rather, what role
does it play in my life? For some, it is a form of physical conditioning. It has been for me, but it’s
more than that. For some, it is a physical therapy, assisting with functional movement and pain
relief. Again, it has been for me, but it’s more than that. It can be a way to de-stress and relax. It
can be a way to prime the system for meditation and spiritual gains. For me, it is all these things
and more. Yoga is a form of nourishment, a staple in the good life. It is a technology and an art
form, which serves one major purpose—to optimize the human being. There are many ways to
optimize your life, but to me, yoga is the most foundational and holistic. This is not a sales pitch.
It is my truth told raw. Yoga is a leverage point that makes everything else flow into place.

Chapter 1 – What is Yoga? Defining YogaY oga comes from the Sanskrit word ‘yog’, which
means to yolk, bind, or unite. In his famous book, Light on Yoga, BKS Iyenga says that yoga is
the unification of our physical, mental, and emotional faculties, with our personal will and the will
of God. In other words, every element of us moves in one direction, aligned with the interest of
ourselves and the All. This is achieved through purification of the body, mind, and spirit.The
Eight LimbsFirst described in The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, “The eight limbs of yoga” is the
essential blueprint of the yogic system. It is a set of practices relating to lifestyle, physical
movement, breath, and meditation, gearing us toward our highest spiritual potential.Yamas:
Ethical DisciplinesAhimsa (non-harming)Satya (truthfulness)Asteya (non-stealing)Aparigraha
(non-possessiveness, detachment)Brahmacharya (moderation)
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The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 10 people have provided feedback.
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